FUTURE OF "REST".

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 645

8th May 1944

REST[1] advises that the work of the Commission of the ISLANDERS [OSTROVITYNE][ii] in the COUNTRY [STRANA][iii] is not meeting with success in view of the unwillingness of workers of the COUNTRY to share secrets with the ISLANDERS.

It will be proposed to REST that he should either return to the ISLAND [OSTROV][iv] or work at the special laboratory-camp for [B5 study]

the work of REST from the two indicated.

No. 355
8th May

Comments: [i] REST: Emil Klaus Julius FUCHS.
[ii] OSTROVITYNE: the British.
[iii] STRANA: the U.S....
[iv] OSTROV: Great Britain.
[v] MAJ: Pavel Ivanovich FEDOSIMOV.
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